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Abstract 
 

The aim of this paper is to exhibit the natural relation which exists between the Soft Set 
Theory and the f-Set Theory and in the end generalize the existing notions of 1. soft 
map 2. the soft image of a soft subset under a soft map and 3. the soft inverse image of 
a soft subset under a soft map and deduce several properties of these generalized soft 
images and generalized soft inverse images of the generalized soft subsets under 
generalized soft maps from the corresponding ones of f-maps. 
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0 Introduction 

The traditional view in science, especially in mathematics, is to avoid uncertainty at all 
levels at any cost. Thus “being uncertain” is regarded as “being unscientific”. But 
unfortunately in real life most of the information that we have to deal with is mostly 
uncertain. 

One of the paradigm shifts in science and mathematics in this century is to accept 
uncertainty as part of science and the desire to be able to deal with it, as there is very 
little left out in the practical real world for scientific and mathematical processing 
without this acceptance! 

One of the earliest successful attempts in this directions is the development of the 
Theories of Probability and Statistics and Interval Mathematics. However, both of them 
have their own natural limitations. For example, Molodtsov[22] observes, Probability 
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and Statistics Theory is applicable only for a stochastically stable system; Interval 
Mathematics is not sufficiently adaptable for problems with several types of 
uncertainties. Another successful attempt again in the same direction is the so called 
Fuzzy Set Theory, introduced by Zadeh. 

According to Zadeh, a  fuzzy subset of a set   is any function   from the set   itself 
to the closed interval       of real numbers. An element   belonging to the set   
belongs to the fuzzy subset   with the degree of membership   , a real number 
between and including   and  . 

Further, Goguen generalized the notion of fuzzy subset of a set of Zadeh to that of 
 -fuzzy subset of a set, that take the truth values in a complete lattice. Still, the 
following are some lacunae that one can easily observe with any of the above notions: 

1. There is no such notion as fuzzy set (of course some mathematicians observed that 
one can define the notion of a fuzzy set to be the constant map assuming the value  , 
but it was not exploited further). 

2. It is predominant in Mathematics that, for a pair of objects to be considered one as a 
sub object of the other, they both must be of the same type, namely, both objects are 
sets, both objects are pairs, both objects are triplets etcetera and this type compatibility 
between set and its fuzzy subset is absent in the sense that fuzzy subset is a map while 
the set is not. (Of course, one can make here two arguments namely, a map is a 
particular type of relation which is a subset and hence a set, and thus a fuzzy subset is 
also a set and secondly one can identify a set with the map that takes the constant value 
 ; but both of them are not completely natural). 

3. There is no such notion as a fuzzy map between fuzzy sets with truth values in 
possibly completely different complete lattices with  -fuzzy image of an  -fuzzy 
subset of the domain  -fuzzy set of the fuzzy map and  -fuzzy inverse image of an 
 -fuzzy subset of the co domain  -fuzzy set of the fuzzy map. 

4. It is not possible to accommodate the notions of fuzzy weak-relative-sub algebra and 
fuzzy strong-relative-sub algebra in the conventional way. 

5. The Axiom of Choice is not extendable to fuzzy subsets without its dependence on 
the nature of the complete lattice where the fuzzy subset takes its truth values in. 
(Observe that the Axiom of Choice fails with the existing definitions of  -fuzzy set and 
 -fuzzy product as: For any pair of fuzzy sets        , the fuzzy product     is 
defined to be the fuzzy set                for all    . Letting   to be the 
four element diamond looking lattice with two incomparable elements   and   and 
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letting   and   to be the constant fuzzy sets with values   and   respectively, the 
fuzzy product     turns out to be the empty fuzzy subset given by the constant map 
assuming the value   of   while the fuzzy subsets   and   are non-empty. 

6. There is no transparent forgetful functor from the category of fuzzy topological 
spaces to the category of topological spaces which forgets the fuzzy structure. 

7. There is no transparent forgetful functor from the category of fuzzy rings to the 
category of rings which forgets the fuzzy structure. 

8. Last but not least, looking at the historical developments, one realizes that, fuzzy sets 
are originally invented to represent various types of uncertainties which include 
non-availability, incompleteness. Consequently, one may  not be able to define the 
membership function for a fuzzy set on all of the universal set   except possibly on a 
proper subset   of  . Notice that one can always define the membership function on 
this part namely,     with some values from the closed interval      . On the other 
hand defining the membership function on this part     with any thing for that matter, 
when the value is either not available or not relevant, may be inappropriate and hence 
the most appropriate thing to happen is to leave it as it is, that is, undefined. 

 

Actually these things in mind that lead Murthy[23] to modify the definition of an 

 -fuzzy subset of a set to that of an f-set in such a way that each f-set carries along 

(1) its underlying set 

(2) its complete lattice where the fuzzy set takes its truth values for members of its 
underlying set 

(3) its fuzzy map that specifies membership values for all elements in its underlying set 

and this modification resolved the above mentioned issues. Thus we have: 

An f-set is a triplet        , where 

(1)   is the underlying (crisp) set of         

(2)   is the underlying complete lattice for truth values of elements of   

(3)       is the underlying fuzzy map that assigns a truth value for each element 
of  . 

Notice that the issues 1.,2.,3.,5. and 8. mentioned earlier above are resolved in the same 
paper Murthy[23]. The issues 4., 6. and 7. are resolved in Murthy and Yogeswara[24], 
Murthy[26] and Murthy[25] respectively. 
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While there is enormous freedom to set the membership value for an element in a fuzzy 
subset, it is exactly this freedom that causes a lot of difficulty setting the same. In spite 
of this enormous difficulty research in Fuzzy Set Theory proved to be quite successful 
and several types of uncertainties were addressed both beautifully and usefully. 

On the other hand, any collection of objects or any sub collection of this collection have 
various levels of description/understanding via adjectives/parameters. Perhaps 
observing this descriptive/parametric nature of collections of objects and their sub 
collections in the cognitive process, Molodtsov[22] defined his soft set to be a pair 
     , where   is possibly the set of all parameters/descriptors/adjectives for a 
collection of objects   and for each parameter/descriptor/adjective in  ,      is a 
sub collection in the collection of objectives   which qualify/satisfy  . 

Since sub collections of   can be determined by a subset of   and/or a subset of   
can determine a sub collection of  , a soft set       over the same collection of 
objects  , can be regarded as a soft subset of       if,   is a subset of   and for 
each   in  ,    is a subset of    and the theory goes on..... 

Continuing this study of soft sets, Maji et al.[20, 21] presented a detailed theoretical 
study of soft sets which includes subset and super set of a soft set, equality of soft sets, 
operations on soft sets such as union, intersection, AND and OR operations among 
others. They also studied the basic properties of these operations and discussed in detail 
an application of Soft Set Theory in a decision making problem. For algebraic 
operations and their properties in Soft Set Theory one can refer to Pei and Miao[32], Ali 
et al.[3], Sezgin and Atagun[34], Onyeozili and Gwary[31], Singh and 
Onyeozili[36,37]. 

Ever since the soft sets came into existence, several mathematicians started imposing 
and studying algebraic structures and the interested reader can refer to the 
Bibliography. 
 

1. Preliminaries 

We assume the following notions from Lattice Theory: poset, least upper bound, 
greatest lower bound, (meet/join) complete lattice, (meet/join) complete sub lattice, 
complete (homomorphism) isomorphism of complete lattices, one can refer to any 
standard text book on Lattice Theory for them. Observe that by a meet (join) complete 
lattice we mean a poset in which every nonempty subset has infimum, denoted by   
(supremum, denoted by  ); by a complete lattice we mean a poset which is both a meet 
complete lattice and a join complete lattice; a subset of a meet (join) complete lattice is 
a meet (join) complete sub lattice if and only if it is closed under infimum (supremum) 
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for all its nonempty subsets; a subset of a complete lattice is a complete sub lattice if and 
only if it is both a meet complete sub lattice and a join complete sub lattice; by a 
complete homomorphism we mean any map between complete lattices which preserves 
infimums and supremums for all nonempty sub sets; by a complete isomorphism we 
mean any complete homomorphism between complete lattices which is both one-one 
and onto and by a complete ideal   of a complete poset  , we mean a subset   of   
which is closed under the join for every nonempty subset of   and also closed under all 
the elements of   that are smaller than elements of  . 

Proofs are omitted for two reasons: 1. to minimize the size of the document and 2. in 
most cases, they are either easy or, straight forward and a little involving.  
 

1.0 f-Sets 

As mentioned earlier in the Introduction, f-Set Theory was developed in Murthy[23], as 
a natural generalization of Goguen's  -Fuzzy Set Theory which itself is a 
generalization of both Zadeh's Fuzzy set theory and Interval Valued Fuzzy Set Theory. 

For some of the results in Murthy[23], the complete homomorphisms are assumed to be 
one or a combination of:  -preserving,  -reflecting,  -preserving and  -reflecting. 
This (These) hypothesis (hypotheses) are separated from the results of Murthy[23] and 
the corresponding results are proved in Murthy and Lakshmi Prassna[28, 29]. 

Further, in the proofs of some of the results in Murthy[23], the use of infinite meet 
distributivity of the underlying complete lattice for truth values, is avoided via new 
proofs in Murthy and Lakshmi Prassna[28, 29]. 

Notice that both f-Set Theory developed in Murthy[23] and the Interval Valued f-Set 
Theory developed in Murthy and Lakshmi Prassna[29], require elementary morphism 
theory of 1. complete lattices and 2. complete lattices of closed intervals (clocis). The 
former is available in Murthy[23] itself. However, the later one is available in 
Murthy[27]. 

Throughout this paper the empty set with no elements is denoted by  . 

 

f-Sets and f-Subsets 

In what follows, we begin recalling the definitions and results from Murthy[23] but 
with a different notation that suits us here the most, as they will be used in the last 
section. 

Definitions and Statements 1.0.1 (Murthy[23]) (a) An f-set is a triplet        , where 
  is the underlying set of/for        ,   is the underlying complete lattice of truth 
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values of/for         and       is the underlying fuzzy map of/for        . In an 
f-set        ,     and   are uniquely determined. (b) An f-set         is a boolean 

f-set iff   is a boolean algebra. (c) The f-set        , where   =  , the empty set 
with no elements,   =  , the empty complete lattice with no elements and   =  , the 
empty map, is called the empty f-set and is denoted by  . (d) An f-set        , where 
the underlying f-map       is defined by    =   , the largest element of  , for all 
   , is called the whole f-set. (e) An f-set        , where the underlying f-map 
      is defined by    =   , the least element of  , for all    , is called the null 

f-set. 

For any pair of f-sets         and        , (f)         is an f-subset of        , 
denoted by                , iff (i)   is a subset of   (ii)   is a complete ideal 
of   (iii)      . The set of all f-subsets of the f-set         is denoted by 
        . (g)         is a  d-total f-subset of         iff         is an f-subset 
of         and   =  . The set of all d-total f-subsets of the f-set         is 
denoted by          . (h)         is a c-total f-subset of         iff         is 
an f-subset of         and   =  . The set of all c-total f-subsets of the f-set 
        is denoted by          . (i)         is a  total f-subset of         iff 
        is both a d-total and a c-total f-subset of        . The set of all total 
f-subsets of the f-set         is denoted by          . (j)         is a  strong 
f-subset of         iff         is an f-subset of         and   =    . The set of 
all strong f-subsets of the f-set         is denoted by          . (k) For any d-total 
f-subset         of a boolean f-set        , the f-complement of        , denoted 
by         , is defined by the f-set        , where   =  ,    =       for all 
    and   =       = the complete ideal generated by    in  . (l) The 
following are easy to see: (1) Always the empty f-set   =         is an f-subset of 
every f-set         (2)         =         iff                 and 
                iff   =  ,   =   and   =  . 

For any family of f-subsets               of        , (m) the f-union of 
             , denoted by               , is defined by the f-set          where (i) 
  =        is the usual set union of the collection         of sets (ii)   =       , 
where        is the complete ideal generated by        in   (iii)       is 
defined by    =         , where    =           . (n) the f-intersection of 
             , denoted by               , is defined by the f-set          where (i) 
  =        is the usual set intersection of the collection         of sets (ii)   = 
       is the usual intersection of the complete ideals         in   (iii)       is 
defined by    =        . 
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(Murthy[27]) For any complete homomorphism       of complete lattices,   is 
(o)  -preserving complete homomorphism or simply  -p complete homomorphism iff 
    =    or equivalently          (p)  -preserving complete homomorphism or 
simply  -p complete homomorphism iff     =    or equivalently          (q) 
 -reflecting complete homomorphism or simply  -r complete homomorphism iff    = 
  implies   =   or equivalently          (Note that      may be empty) (r) 
 -reflecting complete homomorphism or simply  -r complete homomorphism iff    = 
  implies   =   or equivalently          (Note that      may be empty). 
 

Algebra of f-Subsets 

In what follows, we recall the results abot various complete sublattices of the complete 
lattice of all f-subsets of an f-set, from Murthy[23].  
 

Proposition 1.0.2 For any f-set        , the following are true: 

(a) The set          of all f-subsets of the f-set         is a complete lattice with 
(1) the largest element           =        , the f-set (2) the least element           = 
 , the empty f-set and for any family               of f-subsets of        , (3) 
               =               , the f-intersection of               and (4) 
               =               , the f-union of               

(b)           is a complete sub lattice of          given by            is a 
complete ideal of        with            =         and            =        , 
where C = A, K =      and Wa =    for all a in C 

(c)           is a complete sub lattice of          given by            

         with            =         and            =        , where C =  , 

the empty set, K =   and W =   , the empty map 

(d)           is a complete sub lattice of both           and           given by 
              with            =         and            =        , where C 

= A, K = L and Wa =    for all a in C 

(e)           is a complete sub lattice of          given by                  
is a complete ideal of    with            =         and            =  , the empty 
f-set 

(f) the set             of all d-total and strong f-subsets of the f-set         is a 
complete sub lattice of both           and           given by 
                  with              =         and              =        , 
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where C = A, K =        and  W = X 

(g) the set             of all c-total and strong f-subsets of the f-set         is a 
complete sub lattice  of  both             and           given by 
                with              =         and              =        , where 
C =  , the empty set, K =   and W =  ,  the empty map 

(h) the set             of all total and strong f-subsets of the f-set          is a 
complete sub lattice of both           and           given by          . 

The following Figure 1 shows the relation between various complete sub lattices of 
        . Here an upward edge between two nodes represents the relation, is a 

complete sub lattice of. 

 

Proposition 1.0.3 For any f-set         the following are true: 

(a) The complete lattice of all (crisp) subsets of the underlying set   of         is 
complete isomorphic to the complete sub lattice             of all c-total, strong 
f-subsets of         

(b) Whenever         is a whole f-set, the complete sub lattice of all total f-subsets of 
        is complete isomorphic to the complete lattice of all  -fuzzy subsets of 
        (in the sense of Goguen) 

(c) In fact,           is a boolean algebra iff   is a boolean algebra and         is 
a whole f-set.   

Remark: The embedding in (a) above is not boolean algebra embedding in the sense 
that the image complete sub lattice             is not a boolean algebra even when   
is a boolean algebra. 
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f-Maps, Images and Inverse Images of f-Subsets under f-Maps 

In what follows, the notions of 1. increasing, decreasing and preserving fuzzy maps 
between fuzzy sets with truth values in possibly completely different complete lattices 
2.  -fuzzy image of an  -fuzzy subset of the domain  -fuzzy set of the fuzzy map and 
3.  -fuzzy inverse image of an  -fuzzy subset of the co domain  -fuzzy set of the 
fuzzy map are recalled from Murthy[23].  

Definitions and Statements 1.0.4  (a) For any pair of f-sets         and        , 
the pair      , where       is a map and       is a complete homomorphism, 
is said to be an f-map and is denoted by                      . 

For any f-map                      ,       is (b) increasing, denoted by 
      , iff       (c) decreasing, denoted by       , iff       (d) 
preserving, denoted by       , iff    =   . (e) For any pair of f-maps 
                      and                      , the f-composition of 
      by      , denoted by                           , is defined by the 
f-map            =        . 

For any f-map                      , (f) for any f-subset         of 
       , the f-image of        , denoted by             , is defined by the f-set 
       , where (i)   =    (ii)   =       (iii)       is given by    = 
               for all     (g) for any f-subset         of        , the 
f-inverse image of        , denoted by               , is defined by the f-set 
       , where (i)   =      (ii)   =      (iii)       is given by    = 
           for all    . 

The following Example shows that without the term,    in the definition of f-image of 
       ,              =         above, the f-set         need not be an 
f-subset of        : 

Example: Let                      ,                 be given by:   = 
    =  ,   =    ,   =       =   =  ,   =         =  ,   =        ,     

  is given by   =         and       is given by   =              . 

Let              =        . Then   =    =    ;   =       =       and    
=             =  , implying         =                    . Clearly 
        is not an  -subset of         because    =   is not less than or equal to 
   =  . 

(h) For any f-map                       and for any f-subset         of 
       ,         is said to be an  -regular  f-subset of         iff     . 
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([Murthy and Lakshmi Prassna[28, 29]) An f-map       is (i) 0-preserving or simply 
 -p iff   is a  -p complete homomorphism (j) 1-preserving or simply  -p iff   is a 
 -p complete homomorphism (k) 0-reflecting or simply  -r iff   is a  -reflecting 
complete homomorphism (l) 1-reflecting or simply  -r iff   is a  -reflecting 
complete homomorphism. (m) For any                       and for any 
 -subset         of        ,         is said to be  -coregular iff       . 

(n) For any f-map                       , the set           of all  -regular 
f-subsets of         is a meet complete sub lattice of the complete lattice         . 
 

Properties of f-Images and f-Inverse Images 

In what follows, for a fuzzy map between fuzzy sets with truth values in possibly 
completely different complete lattices, we recall several lattice theoretic properties of 
 -fuzzy image of an  -fuzzy subset of the domain  -fuzzy set of the fuzzy map and 
 -fuzzy inverse image of an  -fuzzy subset of the co domain  -fuzzy set of the fuzzy 
map, from Murthy[23] and Murthy and Lakshmi Prassna[28,29]. 
 

Theorem 1.0.5 For any f-map                      the following are true: 

1. for any pair of f-subsets            and            of         such that 
                     ,                                   holds whenever 
  =   or   or   

2. for any pair of f-subsets            and            of         such that 
                          and            is  -regular,       

             

      
             whenever   =   or   or   

3. for any f-subset         of                        
                

whenever   =   or   

4. for any f-subset         of                      
                  

whenever   =   or   or                0-p 

5. for any f-subset         of                  =       
                

whenever   =   or  ,         0-pand     are one-one 

6. for any f-subset         of                     
          =         

whenever   =   or  , both   and   are onto 

7. for any family of f-subsets                  of         ,                        
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=                      whenever   =   or   or  ,   is a complete infinite meet 
distributive lattice and       is 0-p 

8. for any family of f-subsets                of         ,                        

                     whenever   =   or   or   and      is 1-p 

9. for any family of f-subsets                of         ,       
                     

=           
               whenever  

(a)   is a finite chain,   is a complete infinite meet distributive lattice 
(b)            is  -regular for each     and   =   or   or    
(c)       is 0-p and 0-r 
 
10. for any family of f-subsets                of                

                     
=           

                whenever                is  -regular for each     and 
   =   or   or  and       is 0-p and 1-p 

11. for any  -regular f-subset         of                         

                              always  holds. However, equality holds whenever 
(a)       is 0-p  and  (b)      is increasing,   is  -p and   is complete infinite 
meet distributive lattice (or) (c)       is decreasing and   is complete infinite meet 
distributive lattice 

12. for any  - regular f-subset         of                
              

          
=       

          holds whenever   =   or   or   and       is 0-p 

13. for any   coregular  -subset         of          
            

                =               holds whenever   =   or   or   
and       is  -p 
 
14. for any pair of f-subsets         of         and         of        , 
                     implies                        whenever         
is  -regular and       is increasing 

15. for any pair of f-subsets         of         and         of        , 
                       implies                      whenever       is 
 -p or         is  -regular 

16. for any f-subset         of        ,         =   iff              =   

17. for any nonempty family               of f-subsets of          
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                    =   implies                =   whenever       is 1-p 

18.          =  . 

Proposition 1.0.6 For any pair of f-maps                       and 
                      the following are true: 

(1) for any f-subset            of        , 

(a)                          =                          

(b)                          =                          whenever   is a 
complete infinite meet distributive lattice 

(c)                          =                          whenever   is a 
complete infinite meet distributive lattice 

(2) for any f-subset            of        , 

(a)               
                   

         
              whenever 

           is  -regular 

(b)               
                   

         
              whenever 

      
             is  -regular and       is  -p 

(c)               
             =       

         
              whenever 

      
             is  -regular and            is  -regular and       

is 0-p. 
 

1.1  Soft Sets 

In what follows, we recall the necessary definitions and results from Molodtsov[22], 
Maji et al.[21], Pei and Miao[32], Feng et al.[10], Ali et al.[3] and Ali and Shabir[4]. 
 

Soft Sets and Soft Subsets 

Definitions and Statements 1.1.1 (a) Let   be a universal set and      be the power 
set of  . Let   be a set of parameters. A pair       is called a soft set over   iff 
         is a map. In other words, for each    ,     .   may be called the 
parametrization map for      . Further, when    is not all of   for some    ,   
may be called the local parametrization map for      . 

Remarks I: Notice that (1) a soft set is determined by all three, namely, the universal 
set  , the parameter set   and the map          and not by any one or two of 
them (2) since an  -fuzzy subset of a set   in the sense of Goguen[11] is any map 
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from   to  , the soft set       over   with parameter set  can be naturally 

identified with the    -fuzzy subset  of   and (3) since an f-set is any triplet 
       , where   is a set,   is a complete lattice and   is a mapping from   to  , 
the soft set       over   with parameter set   is a special case of an f-set with the 
underlying set  , the complete lattice   being the complete lattice      of all subsets 
of   and can be naturally identified with the f-set            and hence it may be 
called the associated f-set of/for     . 

(b) The empty soft set over   is a soft set       with the empty map   from the 
empty parameter set   to     . (c) A soft set       over   is said to be a whole soft 

set iff    =   for all    . (d) A soft set       over   is said to be a null soft set 
iff    = □, the empty set, for all    . (e) For any pair of soft sets       and       
over  ,       is a soft subset of      , denoted by            , iff (i)     
(ii)       for all    . The set of all soft subsets of the soft set       over   is 
denoted by        . 

Remarks II: (1) Notice that in (d) above, although the soft set       over   can be 
naturally identified with the     -fuzzy subset   of   in the sense of Goguen 
because   is a map from   to     , the soft set       over   can be naturally 
identified with the     -fuzzy subset   of  ,   is a subset of   and       is a soft 

subset of      , it is not true that   is a     -fuzzy subset of  , unless   equals  ! 

(2) However, when the soft sets       and       over   are naturally identified 
with the corresponding f-sets            and           ,       is a soft subset of 
      iff            is an f-subset of           . 

(3) Precisely it is this reason that we use the Theory of f-Sets to deduce the Theory of 
Generalized Soft Sets. 

The following are easy to see: (1) Always the empty soft set       is a soft subset of 
every soft set       (2)       =       iff             and             iff 
  =   and   =  . (f) A soft set       over   with the parameter set     is said 
to be a relative null soft set iff    =  , the empty set, for all    . (g) A soft set 
      over   with the parameter set     is said to be a relative whole soft set iff 
   =   for all    . (h) The relative complement of a soft set       over  , 
denoted by       , is defined by the soft set      , where     and          
is given by    =      for all    . 

For any family of soft subsets            of       over  , (i) the soft union of 
          , denoted by            , is defined by the soft set      , where      = 
             =         , where    =           , for all    . (j) the soft 
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intersection of           , denoted by            , is defined by the soft set      , 
where      =              =         for all    .  

In what follows, we recall the following definitions and lattice (algebraic) properties of 
soft subsets of a soft set from Murthy and Maheswari[30] but with a different notation 
that suits us here the most. 

Definitions 1.1.2 Let       and       be a pair of soft sets over  . Then 

(a)       is a  d-total soft subset of       iff       is a soft subset of       and 
  =  . The set of all d-total soft subsets of the soft set       is denoted by 
         . (b)       is a  strong soft subset of       iff       is a soft subset of 
      and   =    . The set of all strong soft subsets of the soft set       is denoted 
by          .  
 

Algebra of Soft Subsets 

Proposition 1.1.3 For any soft set       over a universal set   with parameter set  , 
the following are true: 

(a) The set         of all soft subsets of a soft set       is a complete lattice with (1) 
the largest element          =      , the soft set (2) the least element          = 
     , the empty soft set and for any family            of soft subsets of      , (3) 
            =            , the soft intersection of            and (4)             = 
           , the soft union of            

(b)           is a complete sub lattice of         given by             with 
           =       and            =      , where  B = A  and Ga =     the empty 
set, for all a in B 

(c)           is a complete sub lattice of         given by               with 
           =       and            =      , the empty soft set over U 

(d) The set             of all d-total and strong soft subsets of the soft set       is a 
complete sub lattice of both           and           given by        .   
 

Proposition 1.1.4 For any soft set      , the following are true: 

(a) The complete lattice of all (crisp) subsets of the underlying set   of       is 
complete isomorphic to the complete sub lattice           of all strong soft subsets of 
      

(b) Whenever       is a whole soft set, the complete sub lattice of all d-total soft 
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subsets of       is complete isomorphic to the complete lattice of all     -fuzzy 
subsets of   

(c) In fact,           is a boolean algebra iff       is a whole soft set. 
 

Remark: The embedding in     above is not boolean algebra embedding in the sense 
that the image complete sub lattice           is not a boolean algebra. 
 

Soft Maps, Images and Inverse Images of Soft Sets under Soft Maps 

In what follows, we recall the necessary definitions and results from Kharal and 
Ahmad[18] with some modifications. 

Let us always assume that union of empty family of sets is an empty set, so that some 

notation gets simplified. 

Definitions 1.1.5 (a) Let   be a universal set and   be a set of parameters. Then the 
complete lattice of all soft subsets of the whole soft set over   with parameter set   is 
denoted by       and is called the soft class over the universal set   with parameter 
set  . 

Let       and       be a pair of soft classes. Then 

(b) a soft map is any pair      , where       and       are mappings. 

(c) for any soft set       in      , the soft image of       under      , denoted 
by           , is defined by the soft set      , where   =    and    =  
           =              . 

(d) for any soft set       in      , the soft inverse image of       under      , 
denoted by             , is defined by the soft set      , where   =      and 
   =       .   

Remark: The map       above may be called a parameter map. On the other hand, 
in any soft set       over a universal set  , the map          is called the 
parametrization map and when       is not the whole soft set,   is called a local 
parametrization map. 
 

Properties of Soft Images and Soft Inverse Images 

Theorem 1.1.6 Let                   be a soft map. Then for any pair of soft sub 
sets      ,       in      , we have 

(1) the soft image of the empty soft set over   is the empty soft set over   
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(2) the soft image of the whole soft set over   is a soft subset of the whole soft set over 
  with the parameter set   

(3)                    =                      . In general, soft image of 
the union of soft subsets is the union of the soft images of soft subsets 

(4)                                         . In general, soft image of 
the intersection of soft subsets is contained in the intersection of the soft images of soft 
subsets 

(5) If            , then                      .   

Theorem 1.1.7 Let                   be a soft map. Then for any pair of soft sub 
sets      ,       in      , we have 

(1) the soft inverse image of the empty soft set over   is the empty soft set over   

(2) the soft inverse image of the whole soft set over   is the whole soft set over   with 
the parameter set   

(3)                      =                          . In general, soft 
inverse image of the union of soft subsets is the union of the soft inverse images of soft 
subsets 

(4)                      =                          . In general, soft 
inverse image of the intersection of soft subsets is equal to the intersection of the soft 
inverse images of soft subsets 

(5) If            , then                          .   
 

2  Generalized Soft Set Theory in f-Set Theory 

Our aim in this section is to show some natural problems which exist with current 
notions of the soft map and the soft image and soft inverse image of soft subsets under a 
soft map and then modify their definitions in such a way that 1. the local 
parametrization maps are involved in the definition of the soft map 2. soft maps are 
defined straight on soft sets involving local parametrization maps and 3. soft images 
and soft inverse images are defined straight on soft subsets of the domain and 
co-domain soft sets in such a way that the soft subset of the domain soft set of the soft 
map is sent onto a soft subset of the co-domain soft set of the soft map and the soft 
inverse image of a soft subset of the co-domain soft set of the soft map is received back 
onto a soft subset of the domain soft set of the soft map. 

Let us recall from Kharal and Ahmad[18] that (a) if   is a universal set and   is a set 
of parameters, then the complete lattice       of all soft subsets of the whole soft set 
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over   with parameter set   is the soft class over the universal set   with parameter 
set   (b) if       and       are a pair of soft classes then a soft map is any pair 
     , where       and       are maps (c) for any soft set       in      , 
the soft image of       under      , denoted by           , is defined by the soft 
set       in      , where   =    and    =             =           

    and (d) for any soft set       in      , the soft inverse image of       under 
     , denoted by             , is defined by the soft set       in      , where 
  =      and    =       . 

Remarks: In (c) and (d) above, the soft map      , where       and       
are maps, successfully assign, for each soft set       in      , the soft image of 
      under      , denoted by            in       and assign for each soft set 
      in        the soft inverse image of       under        denoted by 
             in      . 

However there are two major drawbacks with these definitions of soft image and soft 
inverse image of soft subsets       and       involving maps       and 
      when the parameter subsets   and   of the soft subsets       and       
are not necessarily all of   and   respectively. 

Firstly, if       is a soft subset of      , where       is in      , then the soft 
image of the soft subset       of       under        need not be a soft subset of 
     , where       is in      , and if       is a soft subset of      , where 
      is in       then the soft inverse image of the soft subset       of       
under       need not be a soft subset of      , where       is in      , as shown 
in the Examples 2.0.1 and 2.0.2 below. 

Secondly, involving a global parametrization maps ignoring many more local 
parametrization maps in the definitions of the soft image and soft inverse image above 
is not only not natural but also is denying these many more maps their due role in the 
definitions of both soft image and soft inverse image.   

Example 2.0.1 Let   =    ,   =     =  ,   =    ,   =     =  ,       be 
given by          ,       be given by   =        ,          be given by 
  =        ,          be given by   =        . 

Then (1)       is in       (2)       is in       (3)       itself is a soft subset 
of itself (4)            =       implies   =    =   and          is given by 
   =             =  , implying that            =       is not a soft subset 
of      .   
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Example 2.0.2 Let   =    ,   =     =  ,   =    ,   =     =  ,       be 
given by   =        ,       be given by   =        ,          be given by 
  =        ,          be given by   =        . 

Then (1)       is in       (2)       is in       (3)       itself is a soft subset of 
itself (4)              =       implies   =      =   and          is given 
by    =        =  , implying that              =       is not a soft subset of 
     .   

Now in what follows we begin to modify the definitions of the soft map and the soft 
image and soft inverse image in such a way that 1. the local parametrization maps are 
involved in the definition of the soft map 2. soft maps are defined straight on soft sets 
involving local parametrization maps and 3. soft images and soft inverse images are 
defined straight on soft subsets of the domain and co-domain soft sets in such a way that 
the soft subset of the domain soft set of the soft map is sent onto a soft subset of the 
co-domain soft set of the soft map and the soft inverse image of a soft subset of the 
co-domain soft set of the soft map is received back onto a soft subset of the domain soft 
set of the soft map. 

In this process, we use the definitions and results of f-Set Theory from Murthy[23]. 

Before we begin to do that let us recall some simple results on the complete lattice of all 
subsets of a set. (a) For any set  , the set of all subsets of the given set  , denoted by 
    , is a complete lattice with the largest element   and the least element  , the 
empty set, and for any family         of subsets of  ,        =        and        
=        (b) For all  , for any non empty subset       ,   is a complete ideal of 
     iff   =      for some     (c) For all   and for any             , 
          =           (d)           =          .  
 

Lemma 2.0.3 For any map      , the following are true: 

(a) there is a unique map              such that (1)       =      for all     
(2) for all      ,       =      (3) for all      ,       =      (4)    is 
a  -complete or            =          (5)         =          □  for all 
   . 

(b) there is a unique map              such that (1)       =      for all 
    (2) for all      ,       =      (3) for all      ,       =      (4) 
   is both  -complete or            =          and  -complete or            
=         .  
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Proof: (a) Define              by     =    =         . Then 

(1) clearly,       =      for all    . 

(2)        =     =       =        =       for all        or       = 
    . 

(3)        =     =       =        =       for all        or       = 
    . 

(4)            =           =         =          or    is union complete. 

(5)                implies     =     which implies    =     which in turn 
implies        or                . 

On the other hand,             implies    =     which implies     =    = 
    which in turn implies           or          □         . 

The uniqueness is clear. 

(b) Define              by     =      =           . Then 

(1) clearly,       =      for all    . 

(2)        =         =         =           =          =       for all 
       or       =     . 

(3)        =         =         =           =          =       for all 
       or       =     . 

(4)            =             =           =          and            = 
            =           =          or    is both union and intersection 
complete. 

The uniqueness is clear.  
 

2.1  g-Soft Sets and g-Soft Subsets 

In this section we introduce the notions of generalized soft or g-soft set for short, g-soft 
subset, g-soft union, g-soft intersection etcetera. 

Let us recall that an f-set is (a) any triplet        , where   is the underlying set 
of/for        ,   is the underlying complete lattice of truth values of/for         
and       is the underlying fuzzy map of/for         (b) An f-set         is a 
boolean f-set iff   is a boolean algebra (c) For any pair of f-sets         and 
       ,         is an f-subset of        , iff (i)   is a subset of   (ii)   is a 
complete ideal of   (iii)      . 
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A boolean algebra is a power algebra iff it is of the form       for some set  .  

Definitions and Statements 2.1.1 (a) A generalized soft set or a g-soft set in short, is 
any triplet           , where   is the underlying set of parameters for   or 
parameter set in short,      is the complete lattice of all subsets of   parametrized 
under   with parameters from   and          is the underlying parametrizing 

map for  . 

(b) The g-soft set           , where   =  , the empty set with no elements,      = 
 , the empty complete lattice with no elements and   the empty map, is called the  

empty g-soft set and is denoted by  . 

(c) A g-soft set            is said to be a whole g-soft set iff the parametrizing map 
         is defined by    =   for all    . 

(d) A g-soft set            is said to be a null g-soft set iff the parametrizing map 
         is defined by    =  , the empty set, for all    . 

For any pair of g-soft sets            and            

(e)            is a g-soft subset of           , denoted by            

          , iff (i)     (ii)     or equivalently      is a complete ideal of 
     and (iii)       for all    . The set of all g-soft subsets of the g-soft set 
           is denoted by            . 

(f)            is a  d-total g-soft subset of            iff            is a g-soft 
subset of            and   =  . The set of all d-total g-soft subsets of the g-soft set 
           is denoted by             . 

(g)            is a  c-total g-soft subset of            iff            is a g-soft 
subset of            and   =   or equivalently      =     . The set of all 
c-total g-soft subsets of the g-soft set            is denoted by             . 

(h)            is a  total g-soft subset of            iff            is both a 
c-total and a d-total g-soft subset of           . The set of all total g-soft subsets of 
the g-soft set            is denoted by             . 

(i)            is a  strong g-soft subset of            iff            is a g-soft 
subset of            and   =    . The set of all strong g-soft subsets of the g-soft 
set            is denoted by             . 

(j) The following are easy to see: 

(1) Always the empty g-soft set   is a g-soft subset of every g-soft set           . 
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(2)            =            iff                       and            

           iff   =  ,   =   and   =  . 

For any family of g-soft subsets                  of           , 

(k) the g-soft union of                 , denoted by                  , is defined by 
the g-soft set             where  

(i)   =        is the usual set union of the collection         of subsets of   

(ii)      =           =          , where           is the complete ideal 
generated by           in      which is the same as           

(iii)          is defined by    =         , where    =            

(l) the g-soft intersection of                 , denoted by                  , is 
defined by the g-soft set             where 

(i)    =       is the usual set intersection of the collection         of subsets of   

(ii)      =           =           is the usual intersection of the complete ideals 
of          in      

(iii)          is defined by    =        .   
 

Definition 2.1.2 For any soft set       over a universal set   with the parameter set 
 , the associated f-set or associated g-soft set of/for      , denoted by       , is 
defined by the f-set           , where   is the underlying set,      is the complete 

lattice of all subsets of   and          is the parametrizing map in the soft set 
     .   
 

Proposition 2.1.3 For any soft set       over a universal set   with parameter set  , 
the following are true: 

(a) the complete lattice         of all soft subsets of the soft set       is complete 
isomorphic to the complete sub lattice of all c-total f-subsets of the associated f-set 
           of the soft set      . 

(b) the boolean algebra of  -total soft subsets of the whole soft set       is 
isomorphic to the boolean algebra of total f-subsets of the associated whole f-set 
           of the whole soft set      .  

Proof: (a): It is straight forward and follows from 1.1.3(a) and 1.0.2(c). 

(b): It is straight forward and follows from 1.1.4(c) and 1.0.3(c).  
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2.2  Algebra of g-Soft Subsets 

In what follows, we look at various complete sub lattices along with their least and the 
largest elements of the complete lattice of all g-soft subsets of a g-soft set.   

Corollary 2.2.1 For any g-soft set           , the following are true: 

(a) The set             of all g-soft subsets of the g-soft set            is a 
complete lattice with (1) the largest element              =           , the g-soft set 
(2) the least element              =  , the empty g-soft set and for any family 
                 of g-soft subsets of           ,  (3)                   = 
                   the g-soft intersection of                  and (4) 
                   =                  , the g-soft union of                  

(b)                is a complete   sub lattice   of                 given by   
                 is a complete ideal of           with               = 
           and               =           , where C = A, P(S) = □, the empty 
complete ideal of P(U) and Wa = □, the empty set, for all a in C  

(c)                is a complete   sub lattice   of                 given by   
                       with               =            and               
=           , where C = □, the empty set, P(S) = P(U) and W = □, the empty map 

(d)              is a complete sub lattice of both              and  
             given by                  with               =            
and               =           , where C = A, P(S) = P(U) and Wa = □, the empty 
set, for all a in C 

(e)                is a complete   sub lattice  of                 given by 
                       is a complete ideal of       with               = 
           and               =    the empty gs-set 

(f) the set                of all d-total and strong g-soft subsets of the g-soft set 
           is a complete sub lattice of both              and              
given by                            with                 =            and 
                = (C,W,P(S)), where C =     P(S) =          and  W = F 

(g) the set                of all c-total and strong g-soft subsets of the g-soft set 
           is a complete sub lattice of both              and               
given by                    with                 =            and 

                =             where                and     , the empty 
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map 

(h) the set                of all total and strong g-soft subsets of the g-soft set 
           is a complete sub lattice of both              and              
given by             .  

Proof: It follows from the Proposition 1.0.2. 
  

The following Figure 2 shows the relation between various complete sub lattices of 
           . Here an upward edge between two nodes represents the relation, is a 

complete sub lattice of. 

 
 

Corollary 2.2.2 For any g-soft set           , the following are true: 

(a) The complete lattice of all (crisp) subsets of the underlying set   of            is 
complete isomorphic to the complete sub lattice                 of all c-total, strong 
g-soft subsets of            

(b) Whenever            is a whole g-soft set, the complete sub lattice of all total 
g-soft subsets of            is complete isomorphic to the complete lattice of all 
    -fuzzy subsets of            (in the sense of Goguen) 

(c) In fact,              is a boolean algebra iff            is a whole g-soft set. 

Proof: It follows from the Proposition 1.0.3. 
 

Remark: The embedding in (a) above is not boolean algebra embedding in the sense 
that the image complete sub lattice                is not a boolean algebra. 
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2.3  g-Soft Maps, Images and Inverse Images of g-Soft Subsets under g-Soft 

Maps 

In this section we introduce the notions of g-soft map, increasing g-soft map, 
decreasing g-soft map and preserving g-soft map, g-soft image and g-soft inverse image 
of a g-soft subset under a g-soft map. But before that, we recall the following from 
(Murthy[23]). 

(a) For any pair of f-sets         and        , an f-map is any pair      , where 
      is a map and       is a complete homomorphism and is denoted by 
                     . For any f-map                      ,       is 
(b) increasing, denoted by        iff       (c) decreasing, denoted by        
iff       (d) preserving, denoted by        iff    =   . For any f-map 
                     , (e) for any f-subset         of        , the f-image 
of        , denoted by             , is defined by the f-set        , where (i) 
  =    (ii)   =       (iii)       is given by    =                
for all     (f) for any f-subset         of        , the f-inverse image of 
       , denoted by               , is defined by the f-set        , where (i)   
=      (ii)   =      (iii)       is given by    =            for all 
   . 

Also recall that in any power algebra     , the largest element       =   and the 
least element       =  . 

Now following Murthy[23], for complete homomorphisms between any two power 
algebras, we make the following definitions: 

Definitions 2.3.1 For any pair of universal sets  ,   and for any complete 

homomorphism             of complete lattices,   is 

(a)  -preserving complete homomorphism or simply  -p complete homomorphism iff 
   =   or equivalently        

(b)  -preserving complete homomorphism or simply  -p complete homomorphism iff 
   =   or equivalently        

(c)  -reflecting complete homomorphism or simply  -r complete homomorphism iff 
   =   implies   =   or equivalently       □  (Note that      may be empty) 

(d)  -reflecting complete homomorphism or simply  -r complete homomorphism iff 
   =   implies   =   or equivalently          (Note that      may be 
empty).   
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Definitions and Statements 2.3.2  (a) For any pair of g-soft sets            and 
          , a g-soft map is any pair      , where       is any parameter map and 
            is any complete homomorphism of complete lattices and is denoted 
by                            . 

Thus a g-soft map is any f-map between boolean f-sets where the underlying booloean 
algebras are power algebras. 

Remark: Notice that any map       naturally induces a map   =           

     defined by       =    for all        which preserves unions. It also 
preserve intersections whenever   is injective. 

For any g-soft map                            ,       is 

(b) increasing, denoted by        iff       or equivalently         for all 
    

(c) decreasing, denoted by        iff       or equivalently         for all 
    

(d) preserving, denoted by        iff    =    or equivalently     =     for all 
   . 

For any g-soft map                            , 

(e) for any g-soft subset            of           , the g-soft image of 
          , denoted by                , is defined by the g-soft set           , 
where (i)   =    (ii)      =             =         , the ideal generated by    
in      (iii)          is given by    =                for all     

(f) for any g-soft subset            of           , the g-soft inverse image of 
          , denoted by                  , is defined by the g-soft set 
          , where (i)   =      (ii)      =         (iii)          is given 
by    =            for all    .   
 

Remarks: Clearly, (1) by (2) of Remarks II in 1.1.1,            is a c-total g-soft 
subset or f-subset of            iff       is a soft subset of       over the 
universal set   

(2) whenever            is a c-total g-soft subset or c-total f-subset of            
and            is a whole g-soft set or    =   for all    , by Remark after 
2.3.2(a) above, the parametrization map of the g-soft image                 of 
           and the parametrization map of the soft image            of      , 
where   =   and   =      defined in 1.1.5(c) are exactly the same, implying that 
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the notion of g-soft image, in fact generalizes the existing notion of the soft image 

(3) whenever            is a c-total g-soft subset or c-total f-subset of            
and            is a whole g-soft set or    =   for all    , by 2.0.3(a)(5) above, 
the parametrization map of the g-soft inverse image                   of 
           and the parametrization map of the soft inverse image            of 
     , where   =   and   =      defined in 1.1.5(d) are exactly the same, 
implying that the notion of g-soft inverse image, in fact generalizes the existing notion 
of the soft inverse image.  

A g-soft map       is  

(g)  -preserving or simply  -p iff   is a  -p complete homomorphism 

(h) 1-preserving or simply 1-p iff   is a  -p complete homomorphism 

(i)  -reflecting or simply  -r iff   is a  -reflecting complete homomorphism 

(j) 1-reflecting or simply  -r iff   is a  -reflecting complete homomorphism. 

(k) For any g-soft map                             and for any g-soft subset 
           of           ,            is said to be an  -regular g-soft subset of 
           iff           . 

(l) For any                             and for any g-soft subset 
           of           ,            is said to be  -coregular iff     

     .  

2.4  Properties of g-Soft Images and g-Soft Inverse Images 

In this section some standard lattice algebraic properties of the collections of g-soft 
images of g-soft subsets of a g-soft set over a universal set   under a g-soft map and 
the g-soft inverse images of g-soft subsets of a g-soft set over a universal set   under 
the same g-soft map are studied in detail.  
 

Corollary 2.4.1 For any g-soft map                             and for any 
pair of g-soft subsets               and               of            such that 
                             we have                      
                     holds whenever   =   or   or  . 

Proof: It follows from (1) of Theorem 1.0.5.  
 

Corollary 2.4.2 For any g-soft map                            , the set 
             of all  -regular g-soft subsets of            is a meet complete sub 
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lattice of the complete lattice            .   

Proof: It follows from (n) of 1.0.4. 
 

Corollary 2.4.3 For any g-soft map                             and for any 
pair of g-soft subsets               and               of          such that 
                            and               is  -regular, we have 
      

                     
                whenever   =   or   or  .  

Proof: It follows from (2) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.4 For any g-soft map                             and for any 
g-soft subset            of                                
      

                    whenever   =   or  .   

Proof: It follows from (3) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.5 For any  -p g-soft map                             and for 
any g-soft subset             of                          

             

           whenever   =   or   or  .   

Proof: It follows from (4) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.6 For any  -p g-soft map                             such that 
    are one-one and for any g-soft subset            of            , we have 
           =       

                   whenever   =   or  .   

Proof: It follows from (5) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.7 For any g-soft map                             such that both 
  and   are onto and for any g-soft subset            of           , we have 
            

             =            whenever   =   or  .   

Proof: It follows from (6) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.8 For any  -p g-soft map                             and for 
any family of g-soft subsets                  of           , we have 
                         =                         whenever   =   or   or  .   

Proof: It follows from (7) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
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Corollary 2.4.9 For any  -p g-soft map                             and for 
any family of g-soft subsets                  of             we have 
                                                 whenever  =  or   or  .   

Proof: It follows from (8) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.10 For any  -p and  -r g-soft map                               
and  for  any  family of g-soft  subsets                   of             we have  
      

                     =           
                whenever (a)      is a 

finite chain or equivalently       (b)               is  -regular for each     and 
  =   or   or  .   

Proof: It follows from (9) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.11 For any  -p and  -p g-soft map                               
and  for  any  family of  g-soft subsets                    of             we have  
      

                     =           
                whenever               is 

 -regular for each     and   =   or   or  .   

Proof: It follows from (10) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.12 For any  -p g-soft map                              and for 
any  - regular g-soft subset            of             always 
                                                      holds. However, 
equality holds whenever (a)       is increasing,   is  -p (or) (b)       is 
decreasing.   

Proof: It follows from (11) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.13 For any  -p g-soft map                              and for 
any  - regular g-soft subset            of             we have 
      

              
             =       

             holds whenever   =   or   
or  .   

Proof: It follows from (12) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.14 For any  -p g-soft map                              and for 
any  - coregular g-soft subset            of             we have 
            

                   =                  holds whenever   =   or 

  or  .   
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Proof: It follows from (13) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.15 For any increasing g-soft map                             
and for any pair of g-soft subsets            of            and            of 
                                         implies              

                  whenever            is  -regular.   

Proof: It follows from (14) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.16 For any g-soft map                             and for any 
pair of g-soft subsets            of             and            of           , 
                            implies                            when- 
ever       is  -p or            is  -regular.   

Proof: It follows from (15) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.17 For any g-soft map                             and for any 
g-soft subset            of           ,            =   iff                 = 
 .   

Proof: It follows from (16) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.18 For any  -p g-soft map                              and for 
any nonempty family                 of g-soft subsets of             
                        =   implies                   =  .   

Proof: It follows from (17) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.19  For any g-soft map                            ,          
=  .   

Proof: It follows from (18) of Theorem 1.0.5. 
 

Corollary 2.4.20  For any pair of g-soft maps                             and 
                            and for any g-soft subset               of 
          , the following are true: 

(a)                             =                            

(b)                             =                            

(c)                             =                           .   

Proof: It follows from (1) of Theorem 1.0.6. 
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Corollary 2.4.21 For any pair of g-soft maps                             and 
                            and for any g-soft subset               of 
          , the following are true: 

(a)               
                      

         
                whenever 

              is  -regular 

(b)               
                      

         
                 whenever 

                     is  -regular and       is 0-p 

(c)               
                =       

         
                whenever 

                     is  -regular and               is  -regular and       is 
0-p.   

Proof: It follows from (2) of Theorem 1.0.6. 
 

Some remarks about the notation: Whether it is an f-set         or a generalized 
soft set           , each is determined by all three components namely, the 
underlying set  , the underlying complete lattice   or the complete lattice of all 
subsets of a universal set      and the fuzzyfying map   or the parametrizing map 
 , in each and not by any one or two of these components. Consequently, it is only 
natural to have an f-set or a soft set denoted by a triplet         or            
consisting of three different symbols. On the other hand, as experienced in this paper 
earlier, a severe notational drought naturally arises when one deals with their 
substructures or families of them, elements in the components, transformations 
between them, substructures or families of them in the co-domains etcetera. However, 
at any given instance, we only deal with one underlying set  , one complete lattice   
or a one complete lattice of all subsets of one universal set      and one fuzzyfying 
map   or one parametrizing map  . Now that a full fledged f-Set Theory is available, 
by abuse of notation, it is convenient to denote all f-sets or generalized soft sets by 
script letters   =           or   =             , minimizing typing as well as 
notational difficulties. 
 

Conclusion: One of the major reasons for the invention of soft sets is the fact that in our 
cognitive process, given a collection of objects  , it is describable by certain 
parameters/adjectives   in such a way that any subset of this parameters/adjectives set 
determines a sub collection of the given collection and any sub collection of the given 
collection is determined by a suitable sub set of the parameters set. Once we take a 
subset   of   and the corresponding of parameter sub set   of  , interestingly the 
above process gets repeated for   and  . Based on this observation and the fact that a 
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soft set is determined all three components, namely the universal set  , the parameter 
set   and the parametrizing map  , we introduced the notions of generalized soft (sub) 
set and the transformations or generalized soft maps between such and deduced several 
of their mapping properties from the f-Set Theory. 
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